
Breathtaking Beauty from the Mind of A Genius 
In Germany in 1930, Otto Przystawik an electrician by 

trade, conceived the idea of combining the beauty of a large 
fountain with that of an equally great symphony, concerto or 
ballet. 

After many experiments and research at the cost of a 
quarter of a million dollars, he came up with what he called 
"Dancing Waters." 

In the beginning, the fountains Przystawik created were 
on a small scale, they were used in Germany in restaurants 
and store windows. · 

Bit by bit the fountains grew in complexity and size, and 
with 55 patents guarding the construction, his fountain 
business soon became an industry. 

Working alongside his father was his 12 year old son, 
Gunter Przystawik. Gunter now owns and operates the 
Waltzing Waters at the Aquarama Show in Cape Coral. 

Recalling those early days with his father, Gunter said 
that they first unveiled the "Dancing Waters" on a large 
scale at the Industrial Exhibition in West Berlin in the 
summer of 1952. 

It was while the Dancing Waters were on display at the 
exhibition, that New York showman, Harold Steinman, 
owner and producer of "Skating Vanities," was so im
pressed with the beauty of the show that he made a deal with 
Otto Przystawik to bring the amazing display to the United 
States. 

In January 1953, "Dancing Waters" made its American 
debut at the Radio City Music Hall in New York, the first 
time in the Western Hemisphere. After playing to enthralled 
crowds for four weeks, it was re-booked for the traditional 
Radio City Music Hall Easter show, the first time in the 
Music HaH's history that an attraction had been repeated in 
so short a time. 

During its eight weeks in New York, more than 1,500,000 
theater-goers saw the show. 

"In 1954 I took the show on a tour of the United States," 
said Gunter Przystawik. "Sometimes I did ten shows a day 
and the public was overwhelming in their praise." 

Upon Gunter's return to Germany, he and his father set to 
work building their largest fountain ever-137 feet long. 
Shortly after completion, executives of Gulf American paid 
a visit to their plant, liked what they saw and purchased it 
immediately. 

"They also arranged that I should come to Cape Coral and 
install the fountain for them, " Gunter said. 

He recalled that it took them almost four months to erect 
the fountains. "During that time we had to install 3,500 feet 
of pipe, 5,200 feet of electr ical cable, 16 pumps capable of 
pumping 7,000 gallons of water a minute. In the fountain 
itself we erected 800 jets, seven motors for controlling the 
lighting and special water figures and 55 lights in five 
colors," he said. 

Przystawik said when this was completed they still had to 
erect a building to house the console which had been built to 
his father 's specifications in Ger many. 

From those early days, millions had been thrilled by the 
Waltzing Waters in Cape Coral Gardens, but in 1970 it all 
came to an end when GAC Corp. closed the gates to the 
Gardens for good. 

It was a severe blow to the residents of Cape Coral who 
had come to love the gardens, the shows of Waltzing Waters 
and the porpoises. 

Following negotiations between Przystawik and GAC, he 
was able to persuade them to sell him the fountain. Shortly 
after, a group of investors from the German-American 
Social Club put up the money to have the fountain re
established on property belonging to the club on Pine Island 
Road, in Cape Coral. 

In March 1971 the Waltzing Waters once again came to life 
to the delight of the citizens of Cape Coral. 

Since that time, once again thousands have watched the 
Waltzing Waters perform like magic before their eyes. It 
has been acclaimed as the finest, cleanest and most 
wholesome entertainment for the whole family. Rave 
notices have been written about it in the Press; Royalty has 
seen it and complimented the fine performance. 

One writer described it as artists painting their colors on 
the darkness of the night and at the same time conducting an 
orchestra of the finest musicians. 

Recently the operations of the famous fountain have been 
computerized by Gunter Przystawik. Now Przystawik no 
longer has to sit at the console for every performance, but he 
admits that he is always on hand in case any malfunction 
happens. 

"I am presently working on further improvements," he 
said, "I'm still not satisfied with the way it is working, but I 
must admit that we have come a long way since those times 
in Germany." 

The sad note is that Gunter's father Otto, died a few years 
ago, he never was able to see the crowds that come each 
night to the Bavarian Gardens to be thrilled by his invention. 




